What You Need

- Colored craft rolls (2 per project)
- Crayons/markers/stickers
- Metallic washi tape
- Hole puncher
- Yarn
- Scissors

Directions

1. Hold two craft rolls together and carefully tape them together with washi tape around each end. Wrap tightly so they do not fall apart; I wrapped two layers of tape around each end.

2. Color designs on the rolls. You can see here that I colored mine after assembly, however, I had the kids color theirs prior so they did not accidentally tear apart the tape and tubes.

3. Hole punch one hole on the taped part of the left and right sides of the binoculars on the side that will rest on your face.
4. Measure out and trim yarn. You will want to leave the strings long enough that they comfortably fit around the head and neck like a necklace *after* they are tied (tying the strings will shorten them quite a bit.)

5. Lace the yarn through the hole and tie the strings tightly onto the tubes so they do not come undone.